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The performance of object detection decreases with the increasing fog severity.

Uncertainty Guided Cross-Domain Object Detection

While deep learningmodels have demonstrated remarkable capabilities in object
detection tasks, their performance can be significantly compromised under chal-
lenging visibility conditions, such as fog andnight. To overcome this performance
drop, supervisedmethods require extensive annotations, which are expensive
and impractical. Cross-Domain Object Detection (CDOD) has been proposed to
address this issue, where a pre-trained object detector is adapted from a labeled
source domain (e.g., clear weather) to an unlabeled target domain (e.g., fog).
Recently, Mean Teacher (MT) based approaches have emerged as a promising
solution for unsupervised CDOD, demonstrating state-of-the-art performances
[1,2]. However, the performance of these approaches depends heavily on the
quality of pseudo-labels.

As illustrated in the accompanying figure, the quality of pseudo-labels generated
by the model decreases with increasing fog severity. This enables the possibility
to evaluate the quality of pseudo-labels without access to ground truth and
allows for a gradual adaptation to the target domain.

The topic o�ers the potential for publication at international conferences.

The proposed thesis consists of the following parts:

+ Literature research about cross-domain object detection
+ Literature research about image-level and instance-level uncertainty for object
detection, e.g. [3]

+ Implementation of a quality vector representing the uncertainty of visibility
conditions

+ Train DNN for cross-domain object detection
+ Evaluation on Foggy Cityscapes dataset

I am happy to answer any questions you might have. Feel free to ask for an
appointment or directly ask at my o�ice!
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